


CUSTOM STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Closet and Garage is the premier home organization and garage storage company serving 
The Dallas & Fort Worth Texas metro area. We specialize in custom storage solutions for every 
space in your home, garage, and office including: Closet Systems, Storage Cabinets, Shelves, 
Drawers, Garage Cabinets, Garage Shelves, Garage Flooring, Home Offices, Book Shelves, 
Pantries, Laundry Rooms, Entertainment Centers, and More.

We Offer: 
	 ✔ Free Consultation  
 ✔ Great Price Guarantee 
 ✔ Professional Installation  
 ✔ Lifetime Warranty

Closet and Garage is a local family-owned custom storage solutions company. We strive to 
turn your home organization dreams into reality. Contact us to start your project today.

817-876-0508
ClosetAndGarage.com

Paul@ClosetAndGarage.com
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1 .
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4.
Our manufacturer offers a lifetime 
warranty on all wood products. If 
a product ever fails during normal 

use, we will replace it free of charge. 
Period.

During your in-home consultation, 
our designer will assess your 
space, discuss your goals and 
expectations then create a 3D 

design for your review. 

After your project has been 
reviewed and you have chosen 

your design styles and finishes, we 
will provide you with an estimate 
and projected completion date. 

Our professional installers will 
treat your home with care as they 

bring your vision to life. Your 
satisfaction is their first priority.



Reach a new level of organization with our innovative 
custom closet systems. Designed to fit in any space 
big or small, we will work with you to transform your 

cluttered closet into a well-organized space that 
meets both your style and budget.
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A custom-designed 

closet is the perfect 

place to showcase 

your incredible sense 

of style. Whether you 

have a walk-in closet, 

reach-in closet or 

something in between, 

we can truly customize 

your space to create 

more storage and ease 

in your daily routine.

Contact us today to 

schedule your free in-home 

design consultation!
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Enhance your closet by using our coordinating 
accessories: handles, shoe storage, jewelry 
organizers, hampers and much more. Our 

accessories will fine-tune your storage, keeping your 
closet clutter-free and functional.
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HANDLES & KNOBS

SHOWN IN MATTE NICKEL

KNOBS

AVAILABLE FINISHES |

 knob

 knob knob

 knob

 knob  knob

 knob*

HANDLES

 handle

 handle

 handle

 handle

 handle†  handle‡

 handle
sizes: 160mm sizes: 128mm

sizes: 128mm

 handle
sizes: 96mm, 128mm, 192mm

sizes: 160mm

sizes: 128mm, 256mm, 352mm
 handle*

sizes: 96mm

 handle
sizes: 128mm, 256mm

LEATHER WRAPPED

* Available in Chrome, Brushed Chrome, Matte Nickel, Bronze
† Available in Brushed Chrome, Matte Nickel

‡ Available in all colors except Graphite

Unless otherwise noted knobs are available in all 
finishes except Bronze.

Unless otherwise noted handles are available in all finishes except Bronze.

 handle
sizes: 128mm, 256mm

 handle
sizes: 128mm, 256mm

Winter Pewter Oyster

LEATHER OPTIONS —

Our new leather wrapped handle 
collection gives the best of both worlds 
by combining two contemporary looks 
into one; faux leather and classic metal. 

Coordinate with our leather wrapped poles 
for the full luxury look.

The finishing touch to a luxury custom closet-- our collection of handles 
and knobs displays a wide variety of style possibilities. An option for every 
look, our hardware comes in various finishes and serve as an enhancement 

for any custom storage design.
chrome matte

nickel
matte
gold

black brushed
chrome

graphite bronze
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IN- HOME ACCESSORIES

SHOWN IN MATTE ALUMINUM & SLATE FABRIC

hook

rack

hook+ hook

mirror

rack

fence

hook

drawer shelforganizer

shelf organizer organizerdrawer

boxhook hook

rack rack pole pole

mirror

AVAILABLE FINISHES |

pole ¶

 
hook

 
pole §

pole §

† Available in Brushed Chrome & Matte Nickel

‡ Available in all colors except Graphite

¶ Available in Chrome, Brushed Chrome, Matte Nickel, Bronze
§ Available in Chrome only

Where style meets functionality-- our hardware accessories 
enhance the capabilities of your custom storage design while 

also providing both a contemporary and timeless appeal. Each 
of our hardware accessories comes in multiple finishes, each 

one being a luxurious addition to your home.

+ Compact size also available

BEACH SLATE

AVAILABLE FABRICS chrome matte
nickel

matte
gold

black brushed
chrome

graphite bronze



IN-HOME ACCESSORIES

organizer

basket

rack*

AVAILABLE FINISHES |

hamper †

ironing board ironing board rack*

tray tray

 
rack ¶

rack rack rod rod §

fence valet^

lift 

† Available in Brushed Chrome, Matte Nickel
* Available in Chrome only

¶ Available in Matte Nickel, Brushed Chrome, & Bronze
§ Available in Matte Nickel, Chrome, Bronze
^ Available in Chrome, Bronze

cont.
Where style meets functionality-- our hardware accessories 

enhance the capabilities of your custom storage design while 
also providing both a contemporary and timeless appeal. Each 

of our hardware accessories comes in multiple finishes, each 
one being a luxurious addition to your home.

chrome matte
nickel

matte
gold

black brushed
chrome

graphite bronze
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SYMPHONY ORGANIZER

MATTE
NICKEL

MATTE 
GOLD

GRAPHITEBLACKWINTER PEWTER OYSTER

AVAILABLE LEATHER OPTIONS AVAILABLE METAL FINISHES

The Symphony Organizer is an innovative way to take full 
advantage of any empty wall space in your home in order 
to maximize your storage options. The Symphony comes 

in several size options and is able to be customized to 
your needs through the adjustable accessories that are 

available.

BRUSHED 
CHROME



A home workspace can come in a variety of shapes 
and sizes, depending on your needs and lifestyle. 
A truly effective workspace is one that facilitates a 
good work-life balance. No matter your situation, 
you deserve a customized solution to further your 
career and hobbies that is both productive while 

feeling like home.
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Personalized storage is 

just the beginning of a 

functional workspace. 

Our designers will help 

transform your space 

into a creative haven 

for crafting or a relaxed 

professional space 

for your home office; 

whatever your needs 

are we’ll make your 

dream a reality.
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The kitchen is the heart of the home. We have 
expertly designed our pantry products to create 

visibility and reachability for a more efficient, well-
organized kitchen space. 
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Your kitchen pantry is an 

important space within 

your home. Keep it 

organized throughout 

the day with the help of 

our custom designed 

shelving, dividers and 

baskets. Add a counter 

for extra space for your 

most used items or 

incorporate drawers 

for easy access to your 

everyday essentials.

Add divided shelves 
into your pantry 

design for a practical & 
fun design element.



Mudroom drop zones are the home’s first line of 
defense against the elements. It’s where kids toss 

their sneakers after an afternoon outside and where 
rain boots and coats dry out after a rainstorm. A 

mudroom is a smart and stylish way to add efficiency 
to your home.
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Whether you are 

looking for an area to 

store your daily items 

or you need a space 

that can work for 

you throughout the 

seasons, a mudroom 

is the perfect option. 

We offer a nearly 

endless list of ways 

that we can make your 

day more functional 

and less chaotic.
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Some storage needs cannot be categorized. They 
are what we call “unique spaces”. From laundry 
rooms to wall beds and everything in-between, 
our designers will find a solution for your most 

troublesome areas.
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Nothing adds space 
like a wall bed; make 

your spare room 
ultra functional by 
combining it with 
your home office!

Do you have a 

specific style in mind? 

Our wide range of 

color finishes and 

styles make it easy 

to customize your 

home. No matter 

your desired design 

or aesthetic, our 

designers will work 

with you to create your 

dream space.



ENHANCE YOUR DESIGN
More is more and with our line of enhancements 

you can turn up the elegance in every space of your 
home. Brighten up your life with lighting, add beauty 

with metal framed doors or dare to be bold with a 
custom countertop. The possibilities are endless!
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METAL FRAMED DOORS
Metal Frame Doors are a unique way to truly elevate your custom 
storage to the next level. With a variety of finish options, there is a 
perfect look for every style. Where refinement meets practicality, 
Metal Frame Doors are the final touch that add a luxurious feel to 
any space.
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LIGHTING OPTIONS
Custom lighting is the perfect finishing touch for 
any luxury closet. With both options of strip lighting 
and puck lights in addition to lighted shelves, the 
possibilities are truly endless! Wanting a stand-out 
look? We also offer vertical lighting that will bring 
a modern, stunning appeal to any space. Create 
a show-stopping look for your home that truly 
highlights your custom storage.



Our Base color collection may be used for your entire design. You can also begin 
your design by choosing one of our Base colors and create more interest by 

pairing it with doors and drawers from our Mixology line.

COLORS

STYLES
Enhance your design with our Classic door and drawer styles. These styles are 

available in most Base and Mixology colors.

OLOGY COLORSMix
Create a unique space by mixing our Base 
color palette with coordinating doors and 

drawers from our Mixology line.
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organizersdirect.com        866.347.0341       fax 866.703.9899

Our manufacturer, Organizers Direct Industries, provides a Lifetime Warranty on all 
cabinetry. If a cabinetry product ever fails during normal use, we will replace it free of 

charge. Period.

Organizers Direct Industries is passionate about providing quality products and unparalleled 
support for their authorized dealers. Organizers Direct Industries was founded in 1995 by Neil 
Balter who is often credited with creating the home organization industry when he began the 

first closet franchise company back in 1978. 



817-876-0508
ClosetAndGarage.com

Paul@ClosetAndGarage.com


